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All orthogonal polynomial systems satisfy a recurrence formula: 
,XP,,(.Y) = u,, I Pn 1(-r) + h, P,,(-y) + a, Pt, 1/k/ (1) 
In case the weight function (over (~~ CC, z )) is exp( -.yh,‘6), h, = 0, and the u,> also 
satisfy the recurrence formula: n = af(a: + ,af I + af + ) + 20: , , af + ai + I uf , + uf + 
2a+fa;-,+a3 ,+aimJai , ). The existence of an asymptotic series for a, has been 
recently proved by A. Mate and P. G. Nevai. The present paper is based on the 
above two recurrence formulas. First, we apply Shohat’s method to (1) to obtain a 
differential equation for P,,(.w). Then, by applying the asymptotics of ~1, to this dif- 
ferential equation, we obtain PlancherelkRotach-type asymptotics for P,(,x) in the 
interval 1.~1 < C-X-,. where X, denotes the largest zero of P,,(.u). and 0 i c < 1. ( 1987 
Acndemtc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let MI(X) = exp( -XO/6), .Y E R, and let P,,(x) = ;‘,,x” + Y,~ , X” ’ + + 
yO, y, > 0 denote the orthonormalized polynomials corresponding to W(X). 
Then {PJx) } satisfies the recursion formula 
.~P,(-~)=U,,+,P,,+l(X)+u,,p,, ,(-x)3 (1.1) 
where a,,=?, ,/y,,. G. Freud [2] h s owed that the sequence (u,, 1 also 
satisfies the recursion formula 
n=a;:[af,+,u;+, +a;+, +2a;, ,af+uf+,u; , +4+2nf,uf , 
+4 , +a;:_~ ,uf 21, n= 1,2 )...) u,=o, u-, =o. (1.2) 
* This material is a major portion of the author’s Ph. D dissertation completed under the 
supervision of Paul G. Nevai. 
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Recently, A. Mate and P. G. Nevai [6] proved that there exists an 
asymptotic series for a,; in particular, 
. (1.3) 
All the classical orthogonal polynomials satisfy a simple second order 
linear homogeneous differential equation with known initial conditions. 
Applying the Liouville-Steklov method [13] to these equations, we can 
immediately find asymptotics for these polynomials. However, there exist 
other orthogonal polynomial systems which do not satisfy a simple or 
explicit differential equation. Indeed, finding the associated differential 
equation requires a great deal of effort; for example, in the case W(X) = 
exp( -x4), P. G. Nevai [IS] proved that the corresponding orthogonal 
polynomials P,(X) satisfy the differential equation: 
UX-(4x’+%) p:,(x) 




P,*b) = 0 
where 4,J X) = ai + , + at + x2 and a,, are the coefficients in the recursion for- 
mula for p,,(x). The same idea was also used by Shohat [12] to find the 
differential equation of p,(x) associated to the weight function W(X)= 
A -’ exp(jBA ’ d-x), where A and B are certain fixed polynomials. In this 
paper, we will use the same method to find a differential equation of p,(x) 
associated to the weight function exp( -x6/6). Then we will apply P. G. 
Nevai’s technique [9] to find asymptotics for the polynomial P,(x) which 
is valid uniformly for 
where O<c< 1. 
G. Freud [3] showed that (32n/5)‘16 is asymptotically equivalent to the 
greatest zero, denoted as x,, of p,(x). In view of (1.4), the asymptotic for 
p,,(x) will be valid uniformly for 1x1 < cx,, where 0 -CC < 1. Additionally, 
we will also get an asymptotic for C; :A pi(x) exp( -x6/6). These reults are 
the extensions of three theorems in P. G. Nevai’s paper [9], which state: 
THEOREM A. Let p,,(x) be orthonormal polynomials associated with 
exp( -x4), 0 < E < n/2 be fixed and x = (4n/3)‘14 cos 0. Then the asymptotic 
,formula 
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P,~(.Y) exp( -.v”/2) = 12’ ‘z “‘n ‘,X(sin (I) ’ ’ 
‘cos 
L 
n.12 ‘(*211-4sin?II-sin4(l)+~+~ 1 
+ O(n qfx) 
holds un$ormly for n = 1, 2 ,..., and cd 8 d n -E. 
THEOREM B. Let { p,,(x) } b e orthonormal polynomials ussociated bvith 
exp( -x4), 0 <E < n/2 be fixed and x = (4n/3) 1’4 cos 0. Then the asymptotic 
formulu 
neX4 C &(x)exp(-a4)=2(12)‘4 (371) ‘sin0(1+2cos’fI)+O(n ‘) 
k=O 
holds un@rmly ,for n = 1, 2 ,..., and I: < 0 6 x - C. 
An application of Theorem A was given in P. G. Nevai’s paper [I I], 
which states: 
THEOREM C. For a given interval A, 
P,,(-~1 exp( --v4/2) 
= 12’ % ’ ‘n Ix. (1 +B,(.u)n “) 
i 





Mx3n1,4 nn --]j+O(n “1 
2 
holds unijorm1.v ftir n = 1, 2 ,... ond x E A, M,here 
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2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 <E < 42 he fixed and let x= (32n/5)‘16 cos 8. Then 
the asymptotic ,formula 
pJx1 exp( -x6/12) 
= 1()1/127C~~l’2n ‘/12(sin 0) ~ U2 
xcos ~(600-15sin211-6sin48-sinhO)+~-~ +O(K’~“‘) 
I 
holds uniformly for n = 1, 2,... and E < 0 6 71 - E. 
THEOREM 2. [f 0 < E < n/2 is fixed and x = ( 32n/5)‘16 cos 6, then 
n 5’6 “xi p:(x) exp( -x6/6) 
h=O 
= 10 5Kn-l sin8.(16cos48+8cos20+6)+0 0 i 
holds un[form& for n = 1, 2, 3 ,... and E < 6 < TC - E. 
THEOREM 3. For a given interval A, 
p,,(x) exp( -x6/12) 
= 101/lZn- lPn-w. [(l +Bl(x)nP’:3+B2(x)n-2’3) 
. cos F+ (B,(x)n II6 + B,(x)n ~ ‘I2 + B,(x)n ‘16) sin F] 
+ O(n 13’12) 
holds uniformly for n = 1, 2, 3 ,... and x E A, where 
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and 
B,(x) = 
50625 5 35;6 






LEMMA 1. The orthonormal polynomials {p,,(x)} associated to the 
bveight function w(x) = exp( -x6/6) satisfy the following equation: 
where a,, = y,, Jy,,, y,, > 0 denotes the leading coefficient of p,(x). 
Proqf qf Lemma 1. Expanding p:(x) into Fourier series in jpk(x)}, we 
obtain 
n ~ I 
P:(x)= c CkPk(X). 
k=O 
(3.1) 
Multiplying (3.1) by pk(x) on both sides and then integrate w.r.t. w(x), 
we have 
Ck = 
s x P;(X) PkcX) W(X) dx --I- 
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= [p&x) w(x) p,(x)]?, - [_z, P,(X)CPk(X) 4x11’ dx 
= -ix P,(X) A,(x) 44 dx + Im P,,(x) Pk4 X5Wb) dx. (3.2) 
xw -x 
Since the degree of pi(x) is less than that of p,(x), by the orthogonality, 
the first term of the right-hand side in (3.2) vanishes. So 
s 
r Ck = P,(X) P/~(X) x54x) dx. (3.3) 
-z 
From (3.3) a.nd orthogonality, we see that if k + 5 <n then ck = 0, in other 
word:< if k c II - 5 then ck = 0; also from (3.2), if n - 1 + k is odd then 
t-k = 0, since W(X) is an even function (see [ 13, p. 291). This implies 
“,,--4.=C,,- *- - 0. Therefore (3.1) becomes 
P~(~)=c,~5P,~5(~)+~,~3P,~,(~)+c,~,P,~,(~). (3.4) 
Now we are going to expand x5p,(x) and then use (3.3) to find c, 5, c, 3, 
and c,,+,. 




=“n+l CQ n+2 Pn+2(X)+%l+, P,(X)1 + %C%#n(x) + a,-~ 1PC 2(x)1 
an+ Ian+2 Pn+2(X)+(~~+,+~~)P,(~~)+~n~n~,~,~2(x). (3.6) 
Using (3.6) we see that 
x3p,(x) = x. x*pn(x) 
= n+lan+2un+3)Pn+3(x) (a 
+(~,+,~~+,+~j,+,+~~~,+,)~,+,(x) 
+ (ai+, u,+u~+u,u~ l)P,~,(x)+(~,~,-,~,~*)P,-,(~~). 
Following the above procedure, we also have 
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and 
-+,,(x) = (0, + I fl ,1+2CI,,+ju,+4C1,,+5)Pn+S(X)+(u,,, lh+2%+3~;+4 




+ 2u;lu;, , +4+44 I +a,5 ,%4+, +4 ,4+4 I a,, 
+4 1Q;-2%7)P,, I(-~)+(U;:+,u,,% IU,z- 2+a:u,, IUP, 2 
fwrl IUC 2+a,,a,, 14 2+a,,a,, ILZ&j)P,, 3(-x) 
+ Q,,U,, IU, 2un 3u,, 4P,, St-‘iI. (3.7) 
Multiplying (3.7) by prim ,(- ) (- ) Y \t Y on both sides, then integrate and take 
(3.3) into account, we obtain 
()I, I=~,,c~%+,~f,+,+~4+,+2~~+,~t,+~t,+,~~ -1 
+u;+2u;uf ,+a; ,+a; ,u; 2). (3.8) 
In view of (1.2), the right-hand side of (3.8) is exactly equal to n/u,,. 
Therefore, 
n 
(‘,, , =-. (3.9) 
a,, 
Similarly, 
I‘,* s=u,,~,z~ IQ,, 2u,, .3u,, 4. (3.11) 
The lemma now follows from (3.4), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11). In the 
following lemma, we will rewrite p;,(x) in terms of p, ,(x) and p,,(x). 
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LEMMA 2. If w(x) = exp( -x6/6), then the corresponding polynomials 
Pi(-x) = PaA + , + ui)x + 4a,x’f a,x5dH(x)] pn- ,(x) 
+ b34 - ~XX) - +w) dn- l(X)1 P,(X), 
where 
and 
{p,(x)} satisfy the following two equations: 
and 
PX-x) = and,(x) pnp ,(x) -n,(x) P,(X), 
~,,(x)=u~+,(a~+,+a~+,+u~)+u~(u~+,+u~+u~~,) 
+ x’(ai + , + u; +x2), 





Proof of Lemma 2. First of all, we will express pn- Jx) and pnp3(x) in 
terms of p,(x) and p,-- ,(x), and then apply Lemma 1. From the recursion 
formula xp,, ~ ,(.Y) = a,, p,(x) + a,, ~ , pn 2(x), we have 
This implies 
(3.16) 
Pn 3(x)= ~IxP.~2(x)-u~~IP.~I(x)1. 
Applying (3.16), we obtain 
P,-3(x)= -~ -[&(XP~ ,(x)-a,p.(i))]-~p.~,(I) a n-2 n-2 
=L 
x2 an-l -- 
a,- lan-2 1 P,~l(X)-- anx anp2 P,(X). (3.17) U ,,-2a,- 1 
If we substitute n - 2 for n into (3.17), then we get 
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Applying (3.16) and (3.17) to the right-hand side of (3.18), we obtain 
P,7 5l.y) = 
i 
s2 u,, ? -- ,(.y) 
a,, 4 (Jr, 3 a,, 3 a,, 
=i 
a,,a,,- 2x x3 
+ 
4, JU”X a,, 
P,,(.U) 
a,, 4a,z 3a,, I a,, 4Q,r ZU,, I 4, 44, 3a,, 2u, I 
1 
x4 x2 a + 
i 
a,,- I n 3 a, , - + 
a,, 4 a,, 3an 2 a,, , a,,- 4 a ,, 3 a,, 2 a, 4an 2 
4, 3x2 LI,,~ 1x2 
- 1(-y), 
4, 4a,z 2a,, 
PI? 
, 4, 4a,, ia,, 1 ! 
(3.19) 
It follows from Lemma 1, (3.17) and (3.19) that 
+ 4 4, I a,, 2(ai+,+ui+ai 1+ai 2+az 3) 






a,, 2an I a,, 2 
,wa 
II 
,cI , Ph) 
_ II 1 
+ v,, I a,, 2 4, 3 4, 4 
X 
I( a,, 44, a,, 3u,, 2-y I 
+ 
a,, 3a,rx a,, x3 
P,,(X) 
a,, 4a,, ,a,, , 4, -4 a,, 3 ! 
i 




(J,, 4an 34- 2a,, I 4, 4an -3a,, 2 a,, -4a,t --2 
4, 3x2 
a,, 4a,, ,a,, I 
y;,, JP>, A\.)]. 
a,, a 
If we multiply this out and arrange the like terms, then we arrive at 
P:,(.~)=~,~la~+,(LI~+2++~+, +4)+af(at, ,+a,t+az ,) 
+ x2(ai + 1 + a5 +-x2)1 P,, ,b-) 
- &fu:, + uf + , + a; , + x2] p,(x). (3.20) 
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By using (3.14) and (3.15), (3.20) can be rewritten as 
PXX) = WA,(x) Pn I(X) - %(X) P,(X). 
This proves the first half of Lemma 2. 
By differentiating (3.21) we obtain 
(3.21) 
P;(x) = C4d:,(-~)P, -*(-x) +w/L(,~)P:,- ,(x)1 
- c~:,b-) P,(.X) + i%(x) PXX)l. 
Applying (3.2 1 ), (3.22) becomes 
Pi(X) = %JMx) Pn lb) 
(3.22) 
+~,~,l(xK% I4n l(X)P,l A-x) - nn l(X) PI, ,(x)1 
- 4(x)P,,(*~) - %(-~)C%b) d,,(x) PC lb) - n,,(,y) P,(X)1 
= C%&l(,~) - 44,(x) 71, 1(x) - %G3,,(X) ~,,(X)l PI, l(X) 
+ C%(x) - %7(x)1 P,,(-~) + a,, 1 %,dn 1(x) d,,b)Pn z(x). (3.23) 
Now, applying (3.16) to the right-hand side of (3.23) we obtain 
d(x) = C%dX”~) - %4,2(X) n,, 1(x) - ~,,4&) ~,,(X)l P, ,(x1 
+ L74.y) - JcL~)l P,,b) + a,, - I a,,$,, I(X) 4,ix) 
X 
L 
-!- t-v,, - 1(,x) - an P,,(.Y)) 
U ,I I 1 
= Cuu~~u) - u,,d,,(x) x,, r(,Y) - U,d,,(.~) T,(X) 
+ Q,,d,, l(X) dn(x)xl P,- It-y) 
+ [4(-K) - n:,(-~) - dd,,- r(x) 4,,(-~)1 P,,(.~). (3.24) 
Now, we are going to simplify the coefficinet of p,, ,(-x) in (3.24). From 
(3.14), 
d;(x) = 24 + , x + 2u;x + 4x3. 
Hence the coeflicient of p,, ,(x) in (3.24) can be written as 
24, Iu,x+2u~x+4u,,x3-u,,~,(x)[n,, ,(x)+71,(x)-$n-- ,(x)x]. 
But, with easy calculation, 
z,, 1(x) + n,z(x) - (Is,- ,(x)x = -x5, 
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hence, this coefficient equals 
2%(4, I + t-()x + 4cIy + U,,XSq4,~(.Y). 
We have completed the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. There exists u constant A > 0 independent oj’n such thut 
(3.25) 
p:(0)=6~10~s~‘.A.n3~4sin(~)~l+0~~)~, (3.26) 
where { p,,(x)} are the orthonormul polynomiuls associated with exp( - ~~16). 
Proqf qf Lemma 3. In order to prove (3.25), we consider two different 
cases: 
Case 1. If n is odd, then p,,(x) is an odd polynomial, since 
exp( -x6/6) is even (see [13, p. 291). Therefore p,,(O) = 0. 
Cclse 2. If n is even, then by applying the recursion formula 
XP,, If-Y) = Q,l P,,(-xl + UN 1 P,, Jx) repeatedly with .Y = 0, we obtain 
P,t(O)= +p,, l(O), p,, JO)= --, 
II UP2 2 





P”(O) = ( - 1 Y2Yo 
(3.28) 
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The validity of (3.28) is based on the fact that 
42 42 
n (2k-1))“6 n (2k)1’6 
h-l k=l 
=(A--“6[(2.1).(2-2)...(2.;)]“6 
=[2n,2;;,2)!]mm”6 (2”‘2)‘16 [(;)!I”” 
BY (1.3), a,(WO) ‘I6 = (1 + 0( l/k’)) as k + CD, hence the two products in 
(3.28) converge as n + co. Let us denote np=, a2& ,((2k- 1)/10))1’6 and 
FI?=. , aik 1(2k/10)“6 by c(, and tx2, respectively, then we can rewrite (3.28) 
as 
P,,(O) = ( - 1 )‘1’2Yll nec- 
k - 42 + 1 a2k-y((2k- 1)/10)--1’6 
XrI;; 
z2 
n/2+ 1 %(2k/10)-“6 
. (n1)1!6. 2-n/6 
’ 
(3.29) 
Since a 2k~,((2k-1)/10)~‘~6=[1+0(1/(2k-1)2)]=[1+O(l/k2)], we 
have 
k~~+,a2kLl(~)-““=k~~+l[l+~(~)]. (3.30) 
It follows that 
But 
k~~+,a2k-‘(~)-1-“]=k~~+,1n(1+0(~)) 
= z o(A). (3.31) 
k = n/2 f 1 
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k = 42 + I 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
By combining (3.29), (3.32) and (3.33), we obtain 
P,(O) = ( - 1 Y’2Yo [E!(l+o(;jJ](~!)~~6.2 q(;j!] Ii. (3.34) 
By applying the Stirling formula, (3.34) becomes 
If we use “A” to denote ~,,(u,/u~) 2”‘1271 ‘I”, then from the result of case 1 
and case 2, we see that 
(3.35) 
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Now, we are going to show (3.26) the second half of Lemma 3. 
From (3.12) or (3.20) with x = 0, we have 
Using the facts that a, = (n/10)‘j6( 1 + O( l/n)), ui = (n/10)‘13( 1 + 0(1/n)) 
and applying (3.35) we can write (3.36) as 
=6.10 s%3f4,4sin(~)(l+O($). 
The proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
The following lemma was proved by G. Freud [4]; we will need it to 
prove our theorems. 
LEMMA 4. Let (p,(x)} be the orthonormul polynomials associated with 
exp( -x6/6). There exists a constant B independent of x and n such that 
,c, P:(X) d &P ev(x6/6), 
for II = 1, 2 ,... and x E R. 
LEMMA 5. Let {p,(x)} be the orthonormal polynomials associated with 
exp( -x6/6), and 0 < e < 1 be fixed. Then there exists a constant c depending 
on E only such that 
Ip,(x)l <cnp”‘2 exp(x’/12), 
,for II = 1, 2,... and 1x1 d ME, x real. 
Remark. A generalization of this lemma was proved by P. G. Nevai 
[lo:]. Also note that $‘%$ is asymptotically equivalent to 2a, or X,,, the 
greatest zero of p,,(x) (see [3]). 
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Proof‘ of’ Lrmmu 5. Applying Lemma 2, we obtain 
d,(.r) P,r ,(.v) - P,:, 1(-y) P,,(.X) 
= C%d,,(-YIP,, ,(“Y) - 7-L(+~)P,,(,~)l P,, It-y) 
- Can Id,, I(-YIP,, A-x)-*,,- I(-Y)P,, ,(-~)lPr2(-~) 
=%dtz(.~)P; ,(X)~~,,(-~)P,,(.U)P,, ,(.\-I 
-%,d,, I(-YIP,, z(,~)P,,(x)+7t,l_](x)p,~,(x)p,(x), 
which, by recursion formula xp,, ,(x) = a, p,(x) + a,, , p, z(~), can be 
written as 
d,(-X)P,, ,(-~)-d, ,(+y) P,,(-xl 
= %d,,(X) PZ ,(-y) - 71,,(,X)P,, I(X) P,,(X) - P,r(X) d,? IbY) 
[-v,, ,(-y) - &,P,,(,~)I +n,, ,(-~)Pn ,(-~)PAX) 
= %d,, I(-‘cl Pt(,y) + Q,,d,,(-~) PL ,(x) 
+ CT, It-y) - 71J-x) -x4,, ,(.x)1 Pnb) P,, I(X). (3.37) 
Thus by the Christoffel-Darboux formula [13], we have 
I 
?I P~(,y)=a,,rP:,(.u)P,,~,(x)-P:, (X)P,(X)l 
h=O 
= 44,, I(X) P:(x) + 4dJ.x) Pt ,(x1 
+a,,[n,, r(-xl--J-X)--~,,- ,(-~)I P,,(x)P,-,(x). (3.38) 
Using the definitions (3.14) and (3.15) of d,(x) and z,(x) to simplify 
n,, 1(x)-z,,(x) -xq5,,~- ,(x), we obtain, from (3.38), 
+ [-2a;a;+,x-2u;x 
2u;lufi ,x- 2uj,x’ -u,,xS] p,(x)pnp ,(x). (3.39) 
Dividing (3.39) by n and observing that 2p,(x)p, ,(x) d p:(X) + & I(x), 
we get 
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.[ --a;jaf,+,lxl -Klxl 




44,(x) - 44 +, IA 
-41x1 -a;34 ,IxI -4x13-~~,,ld(] PL ,(x). (3.40) 
Since a, = (n/10)“6[ 1 + 0( l/n’)], a, + , = (n/10)“6[ 1 + l/611 + 0( l/n’)]. We 
thus see that if n is sufficiently large, then 
..,=*+(*i6~)+~(*i~2)=~Z+(~i6)+~(*)>1 a 
an 1 + O( l/n*) ??+O(l) . 
(3.41) 
Hence a,, + I > a, if n is sufficiently large. Consequently d,,(~) > #,- 1(x) by 
the definition of d,Jx). Therefore we can replace ~Jx) on the right of (3.40) 
by &,, ,(x), and obtain, if n is sufficiently large, 
- u’u2 n ,,,lxl-a~lx13-~a,,lx15]p~ ,(x). (3.42) 
Now, we are going to simplify the expression inside the bracket on the 
right of (3.42). Since, by definition of 4,,(x), 
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which, by long division algorithm, can be written as 
Since, with the aid of (3.41), the expression inside the first bracket of (3.44) 
is always positive if n is sufficiently large, we obtain 
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Inserting (3.45) into (3.42), we get 
+ 1 Pi- l(X). 
We now replace 1x1 by its largest value ,‘$%& as stated in this lemma, 
we obtain 
Let n -+ 03, then we see that the coefficients of pi(x) and pzP ,(x) both con- 
verge to (6/10)( 1 - e), where l/l0 is the limit of uz/n as n + co. Hence for 
n 3 n(c), these coeffkients will be greater than +( 1 -E). Therefore we have 
;;g P:(x)+ -E)CP;?I(X)+ P;p,(vl, 
if n is sufficiently large. This implies that 
,I I 
,,I, P:(x). 
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Applying Lemma 4, we obtain 
(3.47) 
for some constant C. Lemma 5 now follows from (3.47). 
LEMMA 6. Let {p,,(x)} he the orthonormal polynomials with respect to 
the sleight ,function exp( -x6/6). Let a,, = 1;,, ,/yn, where Y,, > 0 denotes the 
leading coeificient ofp,,(x), and z(x) = p,,(x) exp( -x6/6)[~,Jx)] I’*, where 
~,,(x)=a5+,(a5+,+at+,+a~)+a~(a~+,+a,S+a~~ ,)+x2(aZ+,+az+x2). 
Then z(x) satisfies the differential equation: 
+~~+~~~,,~\-,~,,~,(x)+~~(x)-~~~(x)-~,,(x)-x~ 
2x71,,(x) ai 
-471,,(x) -aL(-u) - d,,(x) 
I 
z=o , (3.48) 
u!here n,,(x) = azx(az + ai+, + ai , + x2). 
Proqf of‘ Lemma 6. From Lemma 2 we know that 
pi,(x) = a,d,,(-x) P,, ,(x1 - JL(-~) P,(X) 
and 
(3.49) 
pi(x) = Pa,(af, + , + ai) x+%x3 + qrx54,(x)] pn- ,(x) 
+ C74x) - d(x) - afdAx) 9,- ,(x)1 P,(X). (3.50) 
To prove this theorem, at first, we need to find a differential equation 
satisfied by p,,(x). This can be done by eliminating p,- r(x) from (3.49) and 
(3.50). By doing so, we obtain 
A(-x) .Mai + , + ai)x + 4x3 + x54,(x)] - pi(x). f$Jx) 
= a,d,(x)Mat+ , + ai)x + 4x3 + x’#,(x)]p, ,(x) 
- dx)P(aZ + , + 4)x+4x3 + x59Jx)1 P,(X) 
- 1 C2adaf + , + at) x4,(x) + 4a,x3d,(x) + a,x5df(x)l 
Pn -- I(X) + C$i(x) dn(x) - 4(x) dn(x) - aSdn(x) 6,-,(x)] p,(x)}, 
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or 
17Xx)M4 + 1 + uf,x + 4x3 + xSqL(x)] - p;(x)cj,(x) 
= C44X~) 4,,- I(X) + d(x) 4&) - 74x,4Jx) - G(X) 4JxW 
-471,(x)x3 -2a;+, x71,,(x) - 2a;xn,(x)] p,(x). (3.51) 
Dividing both sides of (3.51) by qS,Jx), noting that 4,,(x) is always positive 
since a,>O, and #,Jx) is an even polynomial, we get the desired 
polynomial as follows: 
pi(X- z(a;+,+u;)-Y- L 
4x’ 
- 
d,(x) + $,l(x) + x5 1 lax) 
+ u~m~(x)s.~,(~)+~~(.~)-~:(x)-~.,(x)x~-4~ 
[ ,I x 
2 
,z + I,%!(X) 
-2u dn(,x) 
_ 2 b%(-~) 
dn(*~) I . p,,(x) =0. (3.52) 
In order to prove this theorem, we must transform p,(x) in (3.52) to z(x). 
Since z(x) = p,(x) exp( -x6/12) fj,,(xP 1’2, 
p,(x) = z(x) exp(x’/12) $,Jx)‘;‘. (3.53) 
Differentiating (3.53), we have 
p;(x) = exp(x’/12) d,,(x)‘i2z’(x) + ix’. exp(x6/12) ~,l(x)‘/2z(x) 
+ $ exp(x’/12) d,,(x) “2~;(x)] z(x). (3.54) 
Differentiating (3.54), and combining the similar terms, we obtain 
p,:(x) = exp(x6/12) df,‘*(x) z”(x) + [ix’ exp(x6/12) d;“(x) 
+ $ exp(x6/12) 4,, ‘.12(x) d;(x) + 4x’ exp(x6/12) 4jJ’(x) 
+ $ exp(x’/12) ~$Jx)~‘~‘~~(x)] z’(x) + [$x4 exp(x6/12) qSy’(x) 
+ ix” exp(x6/12) 4!/*(x) 
+$x5 exp(x6/12) qS;“‘(x) 4:(x) ox’ exp(x6/12) f$,;‘,2(x) Q:,(x) 
- t exp(x’/l2) d;“‘(x) 4:Ax) d:,(x) 
+ + exp(x’/12) fj;‘l’(x) d:(x)] z(x) 
= exp(x6/12) d!j’(x) z”(x) + [x5 exp(x’/12) tit/‘(x) 
+ exp(x6/12) #;-““(x) d;(x)] z’(x) + [$x4 exp(x’/12) C/~‘*(X) 
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+ 4,~‘~) exp(x6j12) qSf,,‘(x) + 4.~’ exp(x”;‘l2) d,, ’ ?(.Y). d:,(s) 
- + exp(x’/12) d,, 3 ‘(x) d;(x) d:,(x) 
+ 4 exp(x6/12) d,, ’ ‘(x) $4;:(x)] z(x). (3.55) 
Plugging (3.53), (3.54) (3.55) into (3.52) and using the fact that 
4x3 + 2(a5 + , + at) = &(.~L 
we see that the coefficient of Z’(X) becomes zero, and we have 
exp(.9/12) di, *(x) Z”(X) 
+ 
i- 
i x4 exp(xb/12) 4j;2(x) + a x1’ exp(x’/12) dj;‘(x) 
+i 2 exp(x”ll2) d,,- l”(x) 4:,(x) 
-i exp(x’/12) f$,, 3 Z(x) qS:,(x) d:,(x) 
+i exp(xh/12) f$,, ‘,‘(x) d::(x) 
-k x5 exp(x6/12) d,, ’ Y-y) $4(x) 
- f exp(x’jl2) d:,(x) d:,(x) qS,, “(x) 
1 
--xl” exp(x’/12) d:,,‘(x) 
2 
-k x5 exp(x”ll2) b,, ‘TX) Gfu~~) +
i( 
44n(x) 4, I(-X) 
+71;,(x) - f’,(,y) - 71,(x)x5 -4;‘;‘;’ -2ny(x;“+ 1 
II x ,I x 
_ 2 %(-~)X4 
b,,(x) II exp(x’/12) bf,!*(x) I c(x) = 0. (3.56) 
Combining the like terms and dividing (3.56) by exp(x6/12)bA,2(x), we 
arrive at 
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z”(x)+ -ix’O 
[ 
-; x’qy(x) qqx) +; x4 -; 0Xx) K?(x) 4,‘(x) 
+; d,‘(x) d:(x) +49,,(x) 4,- I(X) + %I(x) - ax, - %(X)X5 
47c,(x)x3 2a;+, xx,(x) 2a;xn,,(x) - 
drsx) - 4,1(x) - AA-~) 1 
z(x) = 0, (3.57) 
which completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 7. There exists a constant c > 0 such that for 0 < E < 42 
lim sup s ,I--’ x cm,:< /1;((32,1/5)-‘~< 1 
x exp( -x6/6) dx d c( 1 - cos E). 
Proof qf Lemma 7. From (3.40) we have 
-~~lx13-;~,rl.~15 
> 
p;- ,(x). (3.58 
Now we are going to show that if n is sufficiently large and 1.~1 < (32n/5)‘16 
then the expression inside the second parenthesis on the right of (3.58) is 
positive. By the definition of d,,(x), this expression can be written as 
44,1(x, - a+;+, 1x1 -a; lx/ - a;a;-, 1x1 - at, 1x13 - ;a,, lx15 
= U2X4 + a4x2 + a*a* n ?1 n n+,“2+4L +aaf:+u;fa:+, +a;a;+, +a,Sa;l,., 
+a*a* a* n n+I nt2 -a;:a~+,I4-a~lxl-u~a~ ,lXI-~~~xl3-~a,,lxl~, 
which, by the long division algorithm, can be transformed to 
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a~~n(s) - &I2 ,,+ , I.YI - u; IX ~ u:,u; , l.Y/ - u; l.YI A ~ $l,, 1-y i 
2(u,27-ujf+,) 
I-xl + 
6uZ - 2u; + , + 2u; 
4 u; 
6+2u;:,,+2u;m~, u2 24,’ 
4 
+ *+1+ -+ 
t! 0: 
(3.59) 
To show that this is positive if n is sufficiently large, we first consider the 
expression inside the first parenthesis, which is 
2t+4+,1 
l-xl + 
6u;-2u;+, +2u; , 
4 4 
The first two terms of this expression are obviously positive. As for the last 
two terms, with aid of (3.41), and the assumption 1.~1 6 (32n/5)““, we 
obtain 










By the asymptotic of u,,, 




if n is sufficiently large. 
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Next, we consider the expression 1 - 1x1/2a, in (3.59). Since 1x1 6 
(32~~/5)‘/~, we have 
(n/lo)“6 
= * - (n/10)“‘6[ 1 + (l/36)( l/n*) + O( l/n4)] 
=*- n2 
n2 + l/36 + 0( l/n’) 
> 0, (3.61) 
if n is sufficiently large. Finally, we consider the expression inside the last 
parenthesis of (3.58 ). 
10 1 
= G + 0 0 7 > 0, if n is sufficiently large. (3.62) 
As a consequence of (3.60) (3.61) and (3.62) 
if n is sufficiently large. It follows from (3.58) that 
1 
- - a, 1x1’) p:(x), if n is sufficiently large. 
2 
Using (3.45), we see that 
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(3.63) 
While proving the preceding inequality, we have used the fact that 
uz/n 2 l/10 if n is sufficiently large, which can be easily seen from the 
asymptotic of a,,. From (3.63) we have 
(3.64) 
From the asymptotic of a,,, it is easy to see that 4~: 3 (32n/5)“’ if n is suf- 
ficiently large, and from (3.61), 1xl/2u, < 1. Therefore (3.64) implies 
or 
[ l-g)- “2] d(x) <g i P:(x). k-” 
Applying Lemma 4 to the right-hand side of preceding inequality, we get 
where B is a constant. 
< Bn ~- ‘16 
ev(x6/6), 
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Therefore. 
[I -g (3’f’] p,‘,(x) exp( -x6/6) < Bn - 1!6, 
and 
where L’ is a constant. Thus the proof of Lemma 7 is complete. 
From Lemma 6, we know that z(x) = p,(x) exp( -x6/12) d,; “‘(x) 
satisfies the differential equation: 
z”+ -p 
I 
-;x+y(x)f&(x)+; x4 -; dlb) &l(X) 4,;2(x) 
?r,(x) . x3 
-4 d,(x) -2. 
x. G(X) .d + 1 u,; .x n,(x) 
d,(x) -2’ drib) 1 z = 0, (3.65) 
where 
and 
n,(x) = u;x(u; ~, + u; + us + ,+ x2). 
Thus, if we define s, as 
Jn=4(&, +u;+ut,+,), (3.66) 
then we can express 4,,(x) and X,(X) as 
d,(x) = s, + I +s,+x2(u;:+, +u;+x’), (3.67) 
XII(X) = S"X + u;x3. 
In the following lemma, we will investigate the asymptotic behavior of the 
coefficient of z in (3.65), which will be denoted as f,Jx). 
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hMMA 8. Let 0 < c < x/2 he ,fixed and kt g be &fined by 
g(O)= -~cos6f~-~cos4f~-;cos2f~+ I, (3.68 ) 
then bee have 
(3.69) 
uniformly .for E d 8 d n ~ c, where x = 2(n/lO)“’ cos 8. 
Proof of’ Lemma 8. First, we will find the asymptotics for some basic 
expressions which we need when we proceed with the proof. Basically, all 
these asymptotics are derived from the asymptotic of a,, and the above 











[S cos’ 8 + 16 cos4 8 + 6]+ O(n-‘13), 
(3.72) 







112 4 n ‘I2 coso+- - 






cos 0 + 32 cos3 O] + O(n-‘I*) 
(3.73) 






[4 + 48 co? H] + O(n 2’3). 
We will now find the asymptotic for each term in ,f,,(x), using the above 
basic asymptotics. 
1. The first term: 
-+ 32(!..)“6coso)‘~ 
= -28 i 
( > 
s; 3 
cos ‘() H. 
2. The second term: 
-; x5& ‘(x) c#(,(x) 
-fx5[4x’ + 2(uZ+, -t l$)x] 
s,, + , + s,, + x4 + (ai + , + u,5,x2 
1 2’(~/10)~‘~ cos5 6)[(n/10)‘~*(8 cos 8 + 32 cos3 0) + 0(n ’ ‘)I 
2 (n/10)2”[8 cos* 0 + 16 cos4 19 + 61 + O(n ‘13) 
4,3 
cos5 fI(8 cos 8 + 32 cos3 
0) 
+ ~I(tz”~) 1
(8cos’d+ 16cos4H+6)- ‘+O(K~‘~) 
I 
*I3 cos’ 0(8 cos 6’ + 32 cos’ /3) 
8cos20+16cos40+6 + O(n--’ 3). 
3. The third term: 
213 
cos4 8. 
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4. The fourth term: 
-&(x) (6;(x) qs,‘(x) = O(n ~ “3). 
This follows immediately from (3.72) and (3.73). 
5. The fifth term: 
&h;‘(x) d:(x) = O(n- ‘j3). 
This follows from (3.72) and (3.74). 
6. The next four terms: 
213 





n ( > 
213 +fi [12cos28+3]+O(np”3). 
7. The next three terms, which can be written as 
-4n,(x)x” - 2xn,(x)a;+, - 2xa;7c,(x) 
4,,(-~) 
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Let us find the asymptotic for numerator first. 
-471,,(x).x3 - 2xn,,(x)u~+, ~ 2.Ur,,(X)N,5 
(6 cos d + 8 cos’ 0) + O(n 
(6 cos d + 8 cos’ 8) cos H + O(n ~’ ‘) + O(n’ ‘) 
41 
( - 192 cos4 d - 256 cos6 8 - 48 cos’ H - 64 cos4 8) + O(nlp3) 
43 
( ~ 256 COS’ 0 - 256 cos4 H - 48 cos’ 0) + O(n’,‘). 
So from (3.72), we see that 





(8 COS’ H + 16 COST 8 + 6) ’ + O(n 5’s) 
n 
=ii5 0 2,3 - 256 cos’ H _ 256 cos4 d - 48 cos’ 6’ 16 cos4 8 8 
+ cos2 8 + 6 +O(n ’ j). 
To get the asymptotic for f,l(x), we must add all the above asymptotics 
from case 1 to case 7 together. To simplify the computation, let us first add 
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those which contain the factor (~/10)~/~. Thus, we obtain, from cases 2, 3, 6 
and 7, 




(12 cos2 0 + 3) + O(n 1’3) 
2/3 - 256 cos’ 9 - 256 cos4 4 0 - 48 cos’ 9 





[ - 128 cos’ 9 - 512 cos’ 9 + 40 cos4 9 
~(8cos2%+16cos4%+6)+(12cos2%+3) 
. (8 cos’ 9 + 16 cos4 0 + 6) 256 COS’ 0 256 cos4 - - 0 
- 48 cos2 %]/( 16 cos4 9 + 8 cos’ 9 + 6) + O(n ‘13) 
n ‘~‘128cos8%+128cos6%+128cos4%+48cos2%+18 
=iG ( ! 16cos4%+8cos2%+6 
+ O(n ‘j3) 
23~(16cos4t?+8cos20+6)2 
16 cos4 9 + 8 cos2 9 + 6 
+ O(n “3) 
1 n 2/3 
=2 lo 
i > 
(16cos4+8cos2%+6)+O(n lt3). (3.75) 
Next, we add those asymptotics which contain the factor (n/10)5’3. We thus 
obtain, from the above cases 1 and 6, 
5!3 513 




=lo i > (1 - cos’ %)(256 cos8 9 + 256 cos’ 9 
+ 256 cos4 9 + 96 cos’ 9 + 36) + O(n “3) 
513 
sin’ %( 16 cos4 9 + 8 cos2% + 6)2 + O(n-“3). (3.76) 
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~(l6cos4O+8cos’H+6)‘+O(n ‘j). (3.77 ) 
It follows that 
I ‘3 
sin” 0 .,f,(x) 
= 2 sin* fI( 16 cos4 0 + 8 cos’ 0 + 6) + 4 
~(16cos48+8cos*8+6)“+O(1) 
sin21)(16cos411+8cos211+6)+~ 
zzz g sin” fl( 16 cos4 0 + 8 cos* H + 6) + i 
1 
’ + O( 1). (3.78) 
Comparing (3.69) with (3.78). We see that if we can show 
$ sin* O( 16 cos4 H + 8 cos’ H + 6) 
= -~cos6N-~cos4~~-~cos2H+ 1, (3.79) 
then the proof of this lemma will be established. Indeed, 
f sin* Q( 16 cos4 8 + 8 cos’ U i 6) 
=-- yy2~[16(l+cy2(i!‘+8(l+c;ls2B)+6j 
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=~(cos40+4uos28+8+2coszD 
- COS 28 COS 46 - 6 COS228 - 8 COS 28) 
cos40+6cos20+8-;(cos68+cos28) 
-6. 
1 + cos 48 
- 2 8 cos 20 I 
= -~cos6e-$os4e-~cos2H+*. 
Thus., the proof is complete. 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 1. 
4. PROOFS 
Proqf qf Theorem 1. We decompose the proof of this theorem into four 
stages. 
StLzge 1. Let us recall that the function Z(X) = p,(x) exp( -x6/12). 
[q5,,(s)] -Ii2 satisfies a differential equation 
z” +f,,(x)z = 0, (4.1) 
where 
47r,,(x). x3 2X&(X). u; + * 2X7c,(x) . uf 
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In this stage, we will transform the differential equation (4.1 ) to a differen- 





It follows from (4.5) that 
dz du -=- 
dx dH 
I VI 
(sin 0) ’ 




Inserting (4.8) into (4.1), we get 
or 
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Stage 2. Let 
u(G) =p(O) [g(B) +&]1’2 (sin 8)-‘/2, 




In this stage, we will transform (4.9) to a differential equation in terms of u 
and z. 
From (4.10) we have 
= u( O)(T,) I’*( sin 0) I/‘. (4.12) 
Differentiating (4.12) yields 
ue=u,~~~(t~))1’2+u[(sin8)‘~2(r,)~1~2], 
= u,(r,)1’2(sin ,)‘I2 + u[(sin O)‘/2(r0))‘12]H (4.13) 
This implies 
ucjQ = u,,(re)3’2(sin 0)“’ + u, [rhj2(sin O)‘j21n 
+ u,rtj [(ro) “I(sin 8)1’2]0 + u[(sin O)1/2(r,)-~1/2],, 
= u,,(rm)3’2(sin fI)“‘+ z~~[$r;‘/~t~~‘,(sin Q)‘12 
+ +r:2(sin O))“2 cos 8 - 4s; “2t,0(sin 0)“’ 
+ +r”j2(sin 0) -‘j2 cos 0] + u[(sin Q)‘12r;1/2]t10 
= u,,(sn)3’2(sin 0)‘/2 + u,7A/‘(sin O))‘/2 cos 8 
+ u[(sin 8)1’2r;‘i2]H,. 
From (4.13), we have 
(4.14) 
uf, cot 0 = v (tu)‘j2(sin 19) 1 “2 cos O+ucot B[(sin O)‘/2(te))‘/2]e. (4.15) 
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Inserting (4.12), (4.14) and (4.15) into (4.9) we obtain 
r,,(~,,)' ‘(sin 0)’ ’ + v[(sin (I)’ '(T,,) ’ z](i,, 
-- 21 cot B[(sin 0)’ '(T,,) ’ ‘If, 
sin* f!L,(x)(~,,) “(sin 0)’ ’ =O. (4.16) 
Applying Lemma 8 to the last term on the left of (4.16) we get 
u,,(~~,)~ ‘(sin 0)’ ’ + v[(sin O)','(T,) ~’ ‘11,,, 
-u cot B[(sin 0)’ *(T@) “‘I’, 
+ n2u(zH)3 ‘(sin 0)’ ’ + 0( 1 )u = 0, (4.17) 
where we have used the fact that TV, is bounded, which can be easily seen 
from (4.11) and the definition of g(0). Also note that from (3.79), if 
cb06n-e, then 
g(O)= -;cosbO-;cos48-;cos20+1 
= i sin* H( 16 cos4 0 + 8 cos’ 8 + 6) 
>6sin’F>0 
‘5 ’ ’ 
(4.18) 
> 6 sin2 c > 0. 
‘5 
(4.19) 
Hence we see that (T,)3’2(sin 0) ‘I2 is bounded away from 0. Therefore we 
can divide (4.17) by (T0)3’2(sin Q)‘j2 and obtain 
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But in view of (4.18) and (4.19), the second term and the third term of the 
preceding equation are both 0( 1 )u, hence can be absorbed to the right- 
hand side. Thus, we get 
2;,,+n%=O(l)v uniformly for E 6 0 < 7t- E, p > E > 0. 
2 
(4.20) 
Stage 3. In this stage, we will solve (4.20) and then get an asymptotic 
for p,,(x). From Lemma 5, we know that 
exp( -x6/12) lp,(x)l = O(nP’!‘2) uniformly for E d e 6 7t - E. 
Thus, from (4.14), we get 
u(e) = z (2($‘?0se) 
= O(n ‘/12) d;~ ‘l’(x) 
= O(n I/12) qn l/3), (4.21) 
where, the last equality of (4.21) comes from (3.72). Hence, from (4.10) we 
have 
Iu(z)l = O(n-5”2). 
Inserting this into (4.20) gives 
u,, + n2u = O(n 5”2). 
Solving this as a nonhomogeneous second order differential equation, we 
obtain 
u(z) = u(0) cos nz + - u’(o) sin nz 
n 
j 
1 cos z. sin nt - sin nz cos nt 
+ O(n p5’12) dt 
0 -n sin2 nt - n cos’ nt 
ur(o) sin nz + i ’ = u(O) cos nz + - n i o O(nmm 
5/12) sin[n(z - t)] dt 
n 
u,(O) = u(O) cos nt + - sm nt + O(n ~~ l’/“) (4.22) 
n 
uniformly for E < e < 71 - E. 
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Now, we will find u(0) and u,(O)/n of the preceding equation. If z = 0, 
then from (4.1 l), 0 = 7112. Consequently .Y = 0 by (4.3). Hence from (4.10) 
and (4.4) we have the following 
By using Lemma 3, (4.23 ) becomes 
~~o)=P,,(o)c~,(o)1 q43+3- 
12 
= P,~(O)~~,(O)l -I!* ;+; . I 1 
u(O)=A cos y n 
( > 
=A cos y II 
( 1 
(4.23) 
‘/‘2(1+0(;)) Cd,,(O)1 $)‘2(*+o(;)) 
~"'2[4,,(())] I#2 ; ',2+ o(n- 17 121, 
0 
(4.24) 
where we have used the fact, due to (3.72) 
[is,,(O)] “2 = O(n I/‘). 
On the other hand, since from (4.10), 
z=$z= [u’(t9)(z,,)‘,2(sin Q) “I(ro) ~~’ 
+ 40); (To) I “%,,(sin 0) ’ ‘. (T,~)~~' 1 
+[u(H)(r,j”‘(-k)(sin Q))‘,‘cos O(r,))‘], 
if T = 0, i.e., H = n/2 or x = 0, then 
Since from (4.5) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
= P;,(.~) d,, I ““(x) exp( -x6/12) 
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+ p,(x) -i f+b;‘~‘(x) f&(x) exp( -x6/12) 
( ) 
+ p,(x) 4, l’*(x) 
( > 
-; x5 exp(-x”/*2)][ - 2 ($)I, sin 81, 
(4.26) can be evaluated as 
By applying Lemma 3, (4.27) becomes 




. A$,; “‘(0) sin 
(4.27) 
where A is a constant. Using (4.25), we obtain 
u,(O) 6 j/2 
-=-A 5 n 0 
. K”~* + O(nP”“*). (4.28) 










5 [4,(0)1~ I’* 
n-“‘*.sin p.7 + O(n-'7/1~) 
6 ‘/2 
=A 0 5 [(j,(O)] - ‘0 . n ~ ‘/I2 + O(n-““*) (4.29) 
uniformly for .5 < 0 ,< 7c- E. 
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We can write this equation in terms of P,~(.u) as 
P,(~x) ev( -x6/1 2) d,, “[g(0)+&]“‘(sinOi ” 
Dividing both sides by 0,; ‘!‘(x)[ g(0) + 1/2n]“*(sin e)-‘;‘, and using the 
fact that 4,; ‘j’(x) = 0(n ~~ I;‘), we obtain 
P&) ev( -x6/12) 
. (sin 0) ’ 2 cos nz + y + O(n 13;‘*). 
( > 
(4.30) 
Now consider the expression [4,(x)/d,(O)]“‘*(sin 0)[ g(0) + l/211] ~m’,2 
(6/5) ‘I2 in (4.30). Using (3.72) and (3.79) we have 
[$$$]‘j2(sin 0) [g(U)+&] I,‘* (J” 
(~/10)‘/~(8 cos2 U + 16 cos4 0 + 6) + O(n--‘j3) 1’2 = 




= {(;)‘i’ [; (;) -2i3] I,2 (8 cos’ 0 + 16 cos4 H-t- 6) + O(n- ‘) 




6 (8 cos’ 8 + 16 cos4 8 + 6)li2 
[,,@16 cos4 0 + 8 cos2 8 + 6) -“2 + O(n ‘)I 
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Inserting this into (4.30) then we have 
P,(X) ev( -x6/12) 
= An ~ “12(sin 0) ‘I2 cos nr+y + O(n-‘3”2). 
( > 
(4.31) 
Stage 4. In this stage, we are going to find the constant A and complete 
the proof. Before we proceed, we make the following remark: If h(8) is a 
continuous function then by a change of variable, we have 
s *pp. h(8) cos(2nr + m-c) de c 
=(-l)“~iz/z(o)[g(0)] ‘(sin~cos2nw+cosOsin2n~)d~, (4.32) 
I:, 
where w = r - (0 - zc/2)/2n, 
J‘ 
I: 





E2 = g(t) dt. 
n/2 
Note that from (4.19), w is a continuous, strictly increasing function of G’ if 
n is sufficiently large, so its inverse exists. Hence in (4.32) we can also 
express h(Q)[g(0)lP’sin8 or h(H)[g(B)]-m ’ cos 8 as a continuous function 
of u‘. Thus, we can apply the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma to conclude that 
h( 0) cos( 2nz + nn) df3 = 0. 
Now, let us return to our problem. 
Since 
s 
pi(x) exp( -x6/6) dx 
(4.33) 
Ix d pi(x) exp( -x6/6) dx = 1 
~ IL 
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it follows from (4.3 1) that 
A’.n ““(sin 0) ’ cos2 nr+E 
i !I 2 
n I3 ” ) 
Since 
cos’ nz+271 = ( > 1 + cos(2nr + m) 2 2 3 
(4.35) can be written as 
1 n 1 
2 , I 
cos(2nz + mc) dtl6 1 + 0 
Letting n -+ CC and applying (4.33), we obtain 
1;6 
< 1. 
Since 0 < E < 7112 is arbitrary, 
A2.n. -!- “‘<l, 
i > 10 
so 
Next, we will show A 2 10’~‘*7c~~ Ii2 to conclude that A = IO”‘*TC ’ ‘. 
Applying the recursion formula, we obtain 
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= da p:(x) exp( -x6/6) Ax 
~ cm 
5 32n - I!3 
4 C-1 5 
x2pi(x) exp( -x6/6) dx 
i13 
(d+, + a:). (4.36) 
Since if 1x1 > (32n/5)‘j6, then 1 - x2(32n/5) ~ Ii3 < 0, we have 
jEeK [I -x2(y)p”3] pt(x)exp(-x6/6)dx 
< ~,~,~,~2~~sl,~[1-x2(~)~“3] pi(x)exp(-x6/6)dx. (4.37) 
Combining (4.36) and (4.37), we see that 
+s cosc(32n/S)’ f~ ,i )r/ < (32,~/.5)l’~ [, -.X2 (3’i3] 
x pi(x) exp( -x6/6) dx. (4.38) 
From (4.3) and the asymptotic expression (4.31), it follows that 
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=.i, 
x / 
sin20 A2n ’ 6(sin Q) ’ cos’ 
K l sin’t)dQ 
sin’ 0 cos(2n~ + nz) de + O(n ‘). (4.39) 
Now let n + a and apply (4.33), we get 
e 
lim sup 
! pi(x) exp( -x6/6) d.x ,1 - x /u/ < cosc132Q3) 6 




z i > 10 
.;+c(l -cost). 
Let i; -+ 0. then 
or 
A’> , 103 1 
Since A > 0 by Lemma 3, we conclude that 
A 3 1O’:1271 ‘12. 
Thus 
(4.40) 
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Replacing A by lO”‘*n ‘I* in (4.31), we obtain 
P&) exp( -x6/W 
zz lo’/+ 
Ii2 npll’*(sin e)p1/2 cos nr+T + O(n-13”*), 
( 1 
where 




P,,(X) W -x6/12) 
_ 101j12?L~l/2n ~l:l*(sin e) l!2 cos i (608 - 15 sin 28 - 6 sin 48 
-sin68)+:-: 1 +O(n ‘31’2). 
The proof of this theorem is complete. 
Proqf of Theorem 2. From (3.38) we have 
k-l 
Applying (3.71) and (3.72), we obtain 
2/3 
B+ O(n-"3) P:-,(x) 1 
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($)‘“(l .O(-$){O(t1 ‘6) 
+(~j’hcosfq~j~3B+o(ri +!,,(ilp,, ,(.Y), 
where B = 16 cos4 0 + 8 cos2 H + 6. Simplifying, we get 
B. pi-- ,(x) + O(n I”) exp(xh/6) 
-2 ; Bcos 8pJ-u) p,, 
0 
I(-~) + O(n ‘,“) exp(x6/6) 
=;(16c0s4N+8c0s20+6)[p:;(.\-)+p; ,(x) 
- 2 cos Up,!(x) p,, ,(x)1 + O(n ‘,‘) exp(s6/6j. (4.42) 
Multiplying (4.42) by exp( -.yh/6) gives 
exp( -P/6) “I’ pz(.x) 
k=O 
=;(16 cos4 fl+ 8 cos’ H + 6)[p;(x) + p; ,(s) 
- 2 cos 0pJ.x) p,, ,(x)1 . exp( -P/6) + O(n I’“). (4.43) 
Thus, if we can find the asymptotic for [p:(x) + pi ,(x) - 
2 cos @p,,(x) pn ,(.x)1. exp( -x6/6), then the theorem will be proved easily. 
Applying Theorem 1, 
p,,(x) exp( -P/12)(sin 0,)‘;’ 
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Squaring (4.44), we have 
P~cxp(-x”/6)=l~1’b~~1~~1~i~~2(~~l+~~/2)+O(n-7’”), (4.45) 
1 
where x = (32r~/5)“~ cos 0, and r’ =!3, [g(t) + 1/2n] dt, g(t) is the 
function defined in Lemma 8. 
Also, using Theorem 1, we have 
P,~ ,(-x) exp( --x6/12) 
= l()wn 1/2n ~“12(sinB2)~“2cos (n-l)r2+q 
[ 1 + O(n ~ '3'12). 
(4.46) 
Squaring both sides of (4.46), we obtain 
p,S ,(x) exp( -x6/6) sin 8, 
= lo”% ‘,P1’6cos2 (n- l)r2+~]+O(K’-6), (4.47) 
r 
where x= [32(n- 1)/5]“6cosQ2 and r2=j$2[g(f)+ 1/2(n- l)] dt. In the 
above, we have used 8, , Q,, T, and z2 to denote the distinct values. In view 
of (4.44), (4.45) (4.46) and (4.47), to find the asymptotic for [pi(x) + 
pz ,(x) - 2 cos 8pJx) P,~- ,(x)] . exp( -.x6/6), the main task will be 
investigating the asymptotic relationship between 0, and t32 and also 
between z, and r2. Let us consider the former case first. Since 






From the above derivation and (4.49), we see that given O,, and if n is suf- 
ficiently large, then we always can find O2 such that (32n/5)‘16 cos 0, = 
(32(n - 1)/5)“6 cos 82, i.e., they represent same value for x. Also observe 
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from (4.49) that if n increases, then Oz approaches 0, from the right if 0, is 
in the second quadrant and from left if 0, is in the first quadrant. ‘This 
observation leads to the following remark: If 0 CC, <n/2 and 
.Y = (32r~/5)‘,~ cos U,, where C, ~8, <z-t:,, then there exists n, and Ed 
depending on C, such that 0 < e2 < n/2 and if x = (32(n - I )/5)’ ’ cos 8, and 
n > n, then ~~ 6 o2 d 71 -F?. This fact makes the operations on (4.46) and 
(4.47) possible as n + rj. From (4.48), we obtain 
= cos (4.50) 
Since the derivative of cos ‘(x) is - l/sin[cos ‘(x)], applying the Mean 
Value Theorem to (4.50), we get (for the time being, fix n) 
0, =cos ‘(cosOz)+ 
sm [cos 
=s2+-& 7 [ 
- cos H, to i 0 c 11 t? (4.5 I ) 
where cos H, is a value between cos O2 and cos (II --OS 0,/6n + 0( l/n’). 
Since the asymptotic for 8, is unique, and H,, + O7 as n + x, we obtain 
from (4.51) 
(4.52) 
Next, let us investigate the relation between T, and z2. By the above 
definition of z1 and T?, we have 
T, =s:‘; [P(i)+&] dr 
and 
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1 
T2 = g(t)+- 
2(n- 1) 1 
dt 
=I”’ g(t)dtfS” [2(n-l)lmldt. 
n/2 n/2 








s g(r) dt + O(n ‘). (4.55) 02 
Now applying the Mean Value Theorem for integrals, we get 
r,-T,=(0,-8,)g(8’)+O(n-2), (4.56) 
where 0’ is a value between 0, and O,, so we can write 8’ as 8’= 0, + k, 
where jkj < IQ, -8,l =0(1/n). Therefore, by using the Mean Value 
Theorem, we obtain from (4.56) 
~1 - s2 = (0, -- 0,) g(02 + k) + O(n 
= (0, - b)I[db) + g’(i)kl 
= (0, - 02) de,) + OW2) 




Now return to (4.46) and (4.47). We will investigate (n - l)z, + (n - l)rr/2 




cot O,g(B,) + !‘“! g(t) dt + 0 
42 
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Therefore 
,Ir,~(n~*)i;+~=~cotH-fi(8r)+ y! r(t)dt+5+(11 ‘). (4.58) 
“77 2
Using (3.79), we get 
sin2 H?( 16 cos4 8, + 8 cos’ H, + 6) 1 




= g sin 28, + $ sin 2Hz cos 20, + & sin 28, cos 40, 
= $ sin 202 + k sin 4t), + k sin 68,, (4.59) 
and 
j~)wd~=J~~[-$j cos6r-~cos4r-;cos2r+1 dt 1 
= --&sin6Hz-&sin4(3,-isin20,+1),-:. (4.60) 
Inserting (4.59) and (4.60) into (4..58), we obtain 
which can be written as 
=H2+O(n-‘) 
= 0, + O(n -I), 
,li,+~=(n-1)~2+(“-l)~+tl,+O(n~‘). (4.61) 
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Also, from (4.52) and the fact that sin 8, and sin 8, are bounded away from 
zero, we have 
1 1 -= 
sin 0, sin(k), + O( l/n)) 
1 
= sin 8, + cos(8’) O( l/n) 




Applying (4.61) and (4.62), we can write (4.46) and (4.47) as 
p,, ,(x) exp( -.@/12)(sin 0,)“’ 
and 
d ,(+y) exp( -.x6/6) 
10% ‘PI ’ 6 cos2(m, + m/2 - 0,) 
sin 0, 




Now applying (4.44), (4.45), (4.63) and (4.64) to the expression 
[p:(x) + p,S ,(x) ~ 2 cos 0, p,,(x) p,,- ,(x)] exp( -P/6) in (4.43), we 
obtain 
iIpf,C~) +pi ,(-x)-2 ~0s 0, P,,(.Y)P,, ,(-~)I .ex~(-.~~/6) 
= 10”6~~‘n~“6[COS2(nT, +n7c/2)+cos’(nt, +/m/2-8,)] 
sin 0, 
2 cos 8, . 10% ‘?I “6cos(n5, +nn/2)~cos(nz, +m/2-8,) 
sin 8, 
= { 1()‘/6j-p’n ‘i6[1 +cos(2nt,+nTc-8,)cos6,,] 
- lo”% ‘PI “6cosfl, [cos(2m, +nn-0,) 
+ cos O,]}/sin 0, 
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+ O(n 7.h) 
= lo’% 1, ‘“{[I +cos(2nr,+nn-fI,)cosfI,] 
-(COSH,)‘[cos(2nt,+nn-fj,) 
+ cos H,]}/sin H, + O(n 7,h) 
= 10% ‘N ‘6(1-c0s20,) 
sin 0, 
+ U(n lh) 
= lO”6Z ‘,f ’ ‘sin 0, + O(n 7,6), (4.65) 
Inserting (4.65) into (4.43), we conclude that 
=~(16c0s~0,+8cos:‘0,+6)[10’% I, “sin0, 
+ O(n 76)]+O(n lh) 
=~(16~0~“0,+8cos’0,+6)~10’“-rr ‘11 ‘(‘sinfI,+O(n ‘“) 
=I() 5671 ‘sin8,(16cos48,+8cos’fI,+6)~nS6+O(n I’“). (4.66) 
Now the theorem follows immediately from (4.66). 
Proof‘ of’ Theorem 3. The proof will be derived from Theorem 1. If .Y E d, 
then x can be expressed as (32n/5)lth cos H, so 
(4.67) 
Based on this equality, we can change all the expressions in Theorem I 
which involve 0 to the ones in terms of x. We do this beginning with the 









= sin 0. (32 cos5 0 + 16 cos3 0 + 12 cos 0). (4.68) 
In view of (4.67), we can write sin 0 as follows: 
sinO=[l-cos*O]“’ 
= 1 -fcos20-~cos40-~Cos60 
--&os*o-&cos”‘o+O(n-2). (4.69) 
It follows that 
15 sin 20 + 6 sin 40 + sin 60 
From (4.67), 
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.Y” + O(n ‘). (4.71) 
Combining (4.70) and (4.71), we have 
606 ~ 15 sin 28 - 6 sin 48 - sin 68 
Now the asymptotic of the bracket-expression in Theorem 1 can be 
obtained by using (4.71) and (4.72) as follows: 
i (600 - 15 sin 20 - 6 sin 40 ~ sin 60) + 1 -f 
n ‘. ..y’.nl 2 
2 




nx --I 2 
Let us rewrite this as 




where F and G are the corresponding expressions in (4.73). Now, we will 
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On the other hand, we have 
(4.78 ) 
(4.79) 
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and 
Inserting (4.77) and (4.79) into (4.75), we obtain 
cosG=l+[~(.L)7’3x~~ +~(~~3, n- (~)“3.~‘]“~‘,3 
+~7~~~~~6,.(~)‘4~3x~~-~(i5i)‘?~6.~~~ 




Similarly, inserting (4.78) and (4.80) into (4.76), we get 
+ (&!?)(jsi)9’6x9-~ (;)“2x3] ,-‘,‘2 
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15 1x9 
21504+%%-13824-4032 
.I ’ ’ 
+ ~ 3840 96 80 32 i 
1 
--+“j(L)s6.~5]n ‘“+O(n ‘), (4.82) 
To simplify the computation, we rewrite cos G and sin G as follows: 
cos G = 1 + P,(x) n i/j + P*(x) n 2;3 + O(n ’ ), (4.83) 
sinG=Q,(x)n ““+Qz(x)n “+Q,(x)n “+O(n -I), (4.84) 
where P,(x) and Q,(x) denote the corresponding polynomials in (4.81) and 
(4.82). Now, from (4.67), we have 
(sin 0) “I =(I-COS’O) I4 
=[1-(&)‘3.y’] I4 
_~+;(&)‘~.x~+;(&jl’~l’+O(n ‘). (4.85) 
Combining (4.74), (4.83), (4.84) and (4.85), we obtain 
(sin e) ‘I2 cos -&600-15sinZ(i-hsin48-sin60)+~-~ 
I 
++;(&)‘~‘x2+.g&)2~3,y~+O(n ‘)I 
{ [ 1 + f’,(x)n ‘j3 + P2(x)n 2’3]. cos F 
+ CQl(xb “6 + Q,(x)n If2 + Q,(x)n “‘1 sin F+ O(n ‘)} 
1 +Pl(x)np’,3+ P,(x)n 2/3+i 
l/S 
x2 
1’6 + Q2(x)n ‘0 + Q3(x)n 516 
x2. Ql(x,n-‘,‘2 +; “3x2. Q2(x)n 516 
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where 
7’3x’4+&(;)13x8+;(;)“3x2], (4.87) 
+; (;)‘i3x2 [?& (;)7’3x’4 
+; (.?)4ix. -1 (.?)‘i3x2] +$ ($)2f3x4 
(4.88) 
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+ (A&.!?). (ij”“. .X9 -& (;)y 
+~(~~“3.~2.[~(~)76,~7-~(~)‘~6.~] 
-1125 5 7,2 225 5 5’2 





Now: the theorem follows immediately from (4.86), (4.87), (4.88), (4.89), 
(4.90) and Theorem 1. 
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